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Introduion

Nowadays, wireless networks are becoming ubiquitous, and the density of wireless networks is increasing. Compared to wired networks, wireless inﬆallations pose many more allenges due to the nature of the radio-wave
propagation and limited sperum available.
CERN provides a particularly allenging environment for wireless networks. e demand for wireless access
is growing and so are the user needs. ere is a wide range of diﬀerent scenarios, e.g. conference rooms, auditoria, long hallways, oﬃces but also warehouse-like buildings and assembly halls. Answering the expeations of
su a large and diverse user community is a real allenge.
A new openlab team under the codename WIND (Wireless Infraﬆruure Network Deployment) was founded
to carry out a resear aivity and provide new algorithms, guidelines and solutions that will support the deployment and operation of the Wi-Fi infraﬆruure at CERN.
is tenical report aempts to provide a comprehensive overview of the recent advances in the modelling,
simulation, deployment, monitoring and operation of the wireless networks. e presented seleion is by no
means exhauﬆive, we deliberately focused on the subjes that are relevant to control and optimisation of corporate wireless networks, while disregarding on purpose mu of the resear related to e.g. ad hoc routing and
mesh networks.


.

Prologue
Root of all evil

Virtually all the allenges with the wireless networks are direly or indirely related with the radio wave
propagation (RF propagation). One has far less control over this process compared to working with the wired
media.
Wireless networks can only operate with a limited power within a designated part of the eleromagnetic
sperum. ere are other applications that might be using the same frequencies and interfere with the network
operation (e.g. microwave ovens, Bluetooth users or other networks).
Moﬆ of the wireless networks operate in an indoor environment. In su cases it is diﬃcult to describe the
RF propagation. e main problems comes from the great variability in the building layout, materials and even
furniture. ere is no su thing as a “ﬆandard building”. What is more, even seemingly minutiæ anges can
greatly aﬀe the propagation parameters (e.g. closing of a ﬁre door, people gathering for a meeting, closing of
the window shades).
But this is not the only allenge originating from the nature of wireless propagation. Interferences deﬁne the
spatial boundaries for sperum reuse, and have dire impa on the assignment network capacity and end-user
experience. Unfortunately paet delivery under interference is poorly underﬆood for real networks. ere are
three independent variables that can help mitigate the interference: access point placement, power management
and annel management [].
Some of the allenges ﬆem from the . ﬆandard itself. Carrier sense relies on annel measurements
at the sender to infer the probability of reception at the receiver. In some cases the correlation between annel
conditions at the sender and those at the receiver is very weak [, ]. Initial version of ﬆandard did not include
any form of closed-loop power control nor any sophiﬆicated monitoring features.

.

Fathom the unfathomable

Modelling and simulating wireless networks is a formidable task. As it was mentioned, even apparently simple
faors can have a signiﬁcant impa (e.g. the inner ﬆruure of wall and ﬂoor panels []). Still, it is rather
unlikely that anyone will try to model ea single bri type as described in [].



Invalid data entered into a simulation will result in a nonsensical output data according to the GIGO¹ principle. Because of that in moﬆ of the cases simulations are only used to aid the coverage planning. With some
pessimiﬆic model assumptions they can deliver results that are suﬃcient for many deployments. Seion 
describes the problems of modelling and simulations in more detail.

.

Running the show

Even if one carried out the detailed measurements of the given site one would get only a ﬆatic image at the
point of measurement. Site surveys do not have unlimited accuracy. ere is no guarantee that the propagation
conditions will remain anything close to what has been observed. is means that one cannot juﬆ deploy a
wireless network and forget about it
Monitoring and troubleshooting are two crucial tasks for running a healthy wireless network. Regreably
monitoring was not a major concern at the time the ﬆandards were being shaped. Commonplace access points
provide limited monitoring facilities and there is no dire way to see how the network is being perceived by
the clients. New ﬆandards (.h, .k and the .v proposal) introduce some meanisms to alleviate
the situation, but they do not address the problem of legacy clients. One could imagine deploying special probes
dedicated to monitoring that would ﬁll in the missing information [, , ].
e troubleshooting of a wireless network is equally problematic. Without detailed information it is a daunting task depending on a gut feeling — mu the same like a dowser who does the random sear by following a
divining rod. To put it brieﬂy – the realm is complex, the fraional information is available poﬆ faum and the
methodology is not mature enough.
It should be then of no surprise that these two tasks are being negleed in many deployments. Seion 
describes some of the approaes to wireless network operation.

.

Bow to the inevitable

Not so long ago, in the , we saw the dawn of the wireless local area networks. At that time they were slow,
expensive and the tenology was ﬆill in its infancy. Not long aer, faﬆer ﬆandards appeared and the critical
mass for wireless popularisation had been reaed. e user demands are growing, however they remain blissfully ignorant of the intricacies of wireless networks. e famous panacea of “adding of more access points” is
not a solution, in some cases it can even degrade the performance.
And what is happening now? We have le .b in the duﬆ, .g is commonplace and .n is quily
gaining grounds. More and more appliances are using wireless and the number of diﬀerent applications is growing. Companies are beginning to treat wireless networks as an important asset. e aempts to move from “Beﬆ
Eﬀort” to “Mission Critical” have already ﬆarted. An approa to eﬀeively handle large and dense inﬆallations
is needed.

.

e nuts and bolts

is report aempts to shed some light on the recent resear and developments in the area of wireless networks
deployment, control and monitoring. It is important to note that our proje would like to build upon the exiﬆing
ﬁndings when possible, as it does not make mu sense to “re-invent the wheel”.

¹Garbage In, Garbage Out – a pun on the phrase Firﬆ-In, Firﬆ-Out.





Propagation models

As already mentioned, moﬆ (if not all) of the wireless network problems come from the issues inherent to wireless propagation. It comes as no surprise that RF planning and modelling is a ﬁrﬆ ﬆep in deploying a wireless
network. Aer all, this ﬆep gives a “conﬁdence-booﬆ” to those deploying the network.
One has to note the clear diﬀerence between two types of simulation scenarios: indoor and outdoor. Unlike
mobile telephony, in case of . networks, one is primarily concerned with the indoor aspe of the propagation process. is poses a completely new set of allenges compared to the outdoor environment. e
complexity increases many-fold: almoﬆ ea building is diﬀerent, the environment is highly variable and the
NLOS² propagation is dominant.
e models used in outdoor simulations are ﬆatic in nature at reasonable time scales. is allows for accurate simulation results. However su an approa will not work in an indoor case. ere are two diﬀerent
approaes to indoor simulations.

.

Modelling and simulation philosophies

In the “blueprint” based methods it is necessary to have the detailed plans of the building layout, furniture, electrical properties of the elements that are going to be part of a simulation (e.g. walls, windows). e risk here is
twofold. Firﬆ, the results of the simulations are not robuﬆ with respe to model speciﬁcation. Minutiæ anges
(i.e. displacement of fraion of wavelength) can seriously alter the results. Secondly, indoor environment is
anything but ﬆatic. e building geometry anges all the time, with mundane aions like opening the doors,
moving the furniture or even simple fa of people moving around. e “blueprint” approaes tend to be computationally complex and it is not possible to condu the simulation in real-time to respond to anges in the
environment. Su methods are usually being used in the deployment phase.
e other methods accept up-front that it is diﬃcult to get good accuracy in real-time. ey use simplifying
assumptions, work with more generic concepts and do not need detailed modelling. Su methods tend to be far
less accurate than the “blueprint” ones, but can provide the information in real-time. ese methods are beer
adapted to the dynamic indoor scenarios and are being employed by the monitoring and control syﬆems for
wireless networks.

.

Peculiarities of indoor propagation

e simulation domain also becomes more complex indoors. e wireless access point is not usually in line
of sight (LOS) of the receivers and thus simple path loss³ formulae are no longer suﬃcient. With many more
potential sources of interference indoors, designing a reliable wireless network is not a trivial task.
Reﬂeion is one of the moﬆ basic physical eﬀes. It occurs when wave impinges on the obﬆacle whose dimensions are considerably larger than the wavelength. Reﬂeed components can carry a considerable part of
the wave’s energy into locations not within line-of-sight. ey contribute to the multipath eﬀe.
Diﬀraion represents the bending of a wave around an obﬆacle whose dimensions are considerably larger
than the wavelength. Similarly to reﬂeions it accounts for direing part of the wave’s energy into NLOS areas.
Absorption is a measure of how mu of the wave’s energy has been loﬆ when passing though a medium.
e amount of energy loﬆ is dependent on the material of whi an eleromagnetic wave passes and also on
the wave’s frequency.
²Non-Line-Of-Sight or near-line-of-sight is a term used to describe radio transmission across a path that is partially obﬆrued. In
su cases phenomena like diﬀraion, refraion, scaering and multipath become central.
³Path loss refers to the radio propagation losses caused by the aenuation of the radio wave as it moves through free space, as it is
absorbed or diﬀraed by obﬆacles and also includes losses caused by other phenomena.



Scattering occurs when the wave hits obﬆacles whose dimensions are comparable to the wavelength. ey
will ea reﬂe part of the incoming wave into a great number of direions, ea carrying some of the wave’s
energy with it. As scaering deals with obﬆacles comparable in size to the wavelength, it tends to be diﬃcult
to model and simulate (even a displacement of a fraion of wavelength can ange the scaering paern).
Wave guiding occurs when the radio wave travels along a long corridor, being reﬂeed ba and forth along
the walls, following the corridor’s path and even taking turns, diﬆributing an important amount of energy to
remote locations along that hallway.
Multipath eﬀe is a result of one or more of the mentioned phenomena. It happens when coherent signals
arrive at the receiver at diﬀerent times due to diﬀerence in path length. is causes the fading eﬀe – if the
signals are in phase, they would amplify the resulting signal, otherwise they will aenuate the resulting signal.
.n ﬆandard takes advantage of multipath propagation by employing multiple antennas.
Aempts to model and simulate indoor propagation is in itself a Sisyphean endeavour. And, withal, a significant number of researers ﬆand in deﬁance trying to ﬁnd a robuﬆ solution. is seion presents⁴ four major
methods that are prevalent in the scientiﬁc literature to this date.
Although old, [], [] present a general overview of the propagation models available. Newer overviews
can also be found in [] or []. e following seion will present four major approaes that were found in
the scientiﬁc literature to date.

.

Empirical approaes

Empirical models are based on ﬆatiﬆical propagation models. Although built around databases containing exhauﬆive measurements, they ﬆill la the accuracy one would demand in an indoor scenario. is is because a
lot of physical events cannot be taken into account by this type of model.
ere are several models that have been created, ranging from very simple algorithms, to more complex ones.
[] oﬀers a comparison between diﬀerent types of models. Some of the models are described in more detail in
[]⁵, and in [].
..

One slope model – 1SM

is is one of the simpleﬆ models available. It is very faﬆ but highly inaccurate. is model only takes into
consideration the diﬆance between the receiver and the transmier. Path loss is determined by the following
formula:
L1SM (d) = L0 + 10n log d
where L0 (dB) is a reference loss value for the diﬆance of m, n is the power decay faor (path loss exponent
deﬁning slope) and d is the diﬆance in metres.
..

Multi wall models – MWM

is is a family of semi-empirical models that provide mu beer accuracy than 1SM. ese types of models
incorporate knowledge of the building into the path loss calculations. Path loss is determined by the following
formula:
LM W M (d) = LF SL (d) +

n
∑
i=1

kwi Lwi +

m
∑

kf j Lf j

j=1

⁴is report will not present the numerical results from any of the works. ere is no common framework for conduing the
simulations and evaluating their accuracy. us it is impossible to compare the results in an objeive manner.
⁵Table .. of [] contains frequently used values for the coeﬃcients used in the formulae presented in this seion



where LF SL [dB] is the free space loss (for 1SM n = 2.0), kwi is a number of walls of i-th type between transmier and receiver antennas, Lwi is aenuation faor for i-th wall type, N is a number of wall types, kf i is a
number of ﬂoors of a given type between transmier and receiver and Lf j is the ﬂoor aenuation faor for the
j-th ﬂoor type.
..

Linear attenuation model – LAM

Similarly to the 1SM model, it is a very simple model. It assumes that the path loss is linearly dependent on the
diﬆance:
LLAM (d) = LF SL + αd
where LF SL [dB] is the free space loss (for 1SM n = 2.0) and α is the aenuation coeﬃcient
..

Remarks

e models presented here have the advantage of being computationally light. ey are in complete opposition
to the “blueprint approa” (cf. subseion .).
is approa seems to ﬁt well into the WIND proje vision. e WIND proje does not want to employ
mu computational resources to do the simulations, nor to depend on the detailed modelling of the building
ﬆruure. Unfortunately this speed does not come for free. As mentioned in this seion, the models do have a
crippling feature – they la accuracy. is may prove to be a hurdle in the context of the WIND proje. us,
other approaes have been inveﬆigated and are detailed below.

.

Ray-optical approaes

ese approaes focus on the particle-like behaviour of eleromagnetic waves (rather than the wave-like behaviour). ey are based on optical geometry and geometrical theory of diﬀraion to compute the paths of
photons in the simulation. It is obvious that su methods require information⁶ about the environment (walls,
doors, other obﬆacles). Ray-optical approa can deal to some extent with the NLOS propagation phenomena
(reﬂeions, waveguiding, diﬀraion, multipath). One can also easily account for the antenna radiation paern.
ese geometrical methods work beﬆ for the outdoor scenarios. One of the reasons behind this is the fa
that the geometry of an indoor location is mu more complex than the macro-scale outdoor environment.
Ray-optical approaes do not scale well with the environment’s complexity. Moﬆ of the researers focus
on reducing the computational complexity of these algorithms and improving their robuﬆness with respe to
modelling errors.
..

Ray-launing

is method relied on launing rays from a transmier at a set of discrete angles in all direions. eir paths
are traced until their power level drops beneath a certain threshold. One of the problematic features of this model
is that spatial resolution decreases as the receiver is farther and farther away from the transmier⁷. is model
is seldom used because of the disadvantages it has.
..

Ray-tracing

is method looks for all the valid paths between the transmier and receiver. Ray tracing is considered to yield
high accuracy results, mainly because it implicitly takes into account, reﬂeions, refraions, diﬀraion, etc.
Regreably there is a price to be paid. Normal ray-tracing is considered to be a power-hungry algorithm. ere
have been many aempts to shorten the computing time, while keeping the advantages brought by ray-tracing
teniques.
⁶In moﬆ of the papers concerning this subje this information is being called a database.
⁷is approa can easy overlook small obﬆacles that happen to be located between the two rays.



Dominant path model (DPM) described in [, , ] focuses on the moﬆ relevant path during the propagation, thus shortening the computation time. e reasoning behind this idea is that the main part of the energy is
delivered with along the main path. is approa has several advantages⁸ – does not need the time consuming
pre-processing, has relatively short⁹ computation time and decreased dependence on the accuracy of the building
databases. e waveguiding eﬀes can now be taken into account¹⁰.
Advanced database pre-processing is another aempt at reducing the complexity. It has been analysed in
mu detail in [, , , ] and also in []. It is being described in context of coverage analysis. During
this process, one alters the position of the transmier in order to see the corresponding anges of the coverage.
e key observation is the fa that the building ﬆruure does not ange and many of the visibility conditions
and rays do not ange as well. It means that some of the calculations could be done a priori thus reducing the
footprint of the aual simulation.
ere is one potential drawba of this approa. It seems to be suited towards ﬆatic environments. Any
ange to the building database would require the repetition of the pre-processing ﬆep. Once that is done though,
the simulation itself is faﬆ. All the other araeriﬆics (and ﬂaws) follow from the ray-tracing approa.
Wave propagation using the photon path map Proposed by [], the Photon Path Map is an extension of the
Photon Map¹¹ algorithm. It facilitates the eﬆimation¹² of the EM ﬁeld ﬆrength in every point in space by tracing
randomly generated photon paths.
Among the advantages mentioned in the paper, there are a few that ﬆand out: the algorithms scales up logarithmically with regards to environment (scene) complexity, the accuracy of the propagation does not depend
on the grid resolution and it can handle mixed scenarios (indoor and outdoor). However the approa presented
in [] models the transmission of only one sender. e interference of multiple senders is being deteed by the
network simulator.
Authors of [] use this algorithm, in an aempt to visualise in real time the EM ﬁeld paerns produced by
moving transmiers.
Other Various diﬀerent teniques also exiﬆ in scientiﬁc literature: [] is another ray-tracing tenique, optimised for D environments, but limited to a one ﬂoor representation of indoor scenes (multiﬂoor extension
seems ﬆraightforward provided that they have similar ﬆruure).
[] and [] extend the ray-tracing algorithm and introduce the concept of beams¹³. Authors ﬆate that it is
well adapted to urban micro-cells and claim high accuracy and faﬆ computation times (using NVIDIA CUDA
platform). It appears that this algorithm could work well for indoor environment as well.
..

Remarks

ese methods hold great potential because of their accuracy, simplicity and ability to simulate all the important
physical phenomena (e.g. the delay spread). ere are ﬆill some concerns with regard to the amount of required
computing power.
⁸Among them authors [] claim that DPM’s accuracy at leaﬆ as good as traditional ray-tracing
⁹When compared to other ray-tracing algorithms.
¹⁰Because with normal ray-tracing, the rays “die” oﬀ aer several reﬂeions, thus they do not end up contributing as mu as they
should to the propagation simulation
¹¹Computer graphics algorithm that is being used to aieve the realiﬆic lighting (Global Illumination) in D scenes. It employs a data
ﬆruure for ﬆoring the incoming radiance on the surfaces. is data is then used to eﬆimate the radiance of every pixel of the output
image. e more photons there are per surface area, the more energy this surface has received.
¹²Authors call it a discrete sampling of the volumetric eleromagnetic ﬁeld by tracing ﬆoaﬆically generated photon paths.
¹³Beam is being deﬁned as a continuum of rays.



.

Finite-Diﬀerence Time-Domain (FDTD) approaes

Unlike ray-tracing, these teniques focus on the wave-like aspe of the EM radiation. ese approaes convert
Maxwell’s time dependent wave equations into diﬀerence equations, solving them for the eleric ﬁeld at one
inﬆant, then for the magnetic ﬁeld at the next iteration. e main argument for the ﬁnite diﬀerence approa is
that reﬂeions and diﬀraion are implicitly taken into account (the simulation of waveguiding eﬀes is natural
– without performance penalties or dirty has).
ese approaes, however, require a detailed description¹⁴ of the environment. Worse ﬆill, the required
discretisation grid is direly linked to the wavelength of the EM radiation one is ﬆruggling to simulate. In a
nutshell the shorter the wavelength simulated, the higher resolution grid has to be used in order to produce
corre results. is poses a real allenge for the wireless network simulations, as for GHz or even .GHz
the needed discretisation ﬆep becomes very¹⁵ small making the simulations unreasonably complex. Moﬆ of the
publications use some kind of compromise¹⁶ to reduce the complexity at the expense of accuracy.
..

Finite-Diﬀerence Time-Domain

FDTD is a popular modelling tenique that can be traced ba to ¹⁷. One of the papers that applies this
tenique for wireless coverage simulations is []. Almoﬆ all the important physical eﬀes are simulated at
no additional overhead. e tenique is simple to implement but demands large quantities of memory and it is
very slow (computationally prohibitive in real-time). [] tried to circumvent this problem by parallelising the
algorithm and using GPUs¹⁸ to take advantage of this. For big models, this resulted in large performance gains
over the similar CPU based algorithm. CPUs ﬆill have the advantage of being able to manipulate larger model
sizes.
..

ParFlow

ParFlow is a ﬁnite diﬀerence approa based on the Maxwell’s wave equations. It is based on the concept of
partial ﬂows¹⁹ and is equivalent to the TLM approa²⁰. A more detailed description of the algorithm can be
found inter alia in [, , , , , , , ]. As with FDTD, the computational load depends only on the
discretisation level (number of cells). e low size²¹ of ea individual cell, required to simulate . radio
propagation, makes this algorithm a very slow one indeed. A lower resolution can be used but it can produce
artifas and aﬀes the simulation’s accuracy.
..

MR-FDPF – Multi resolution Frequency Domain ParFlow

is approa proposes solving the Parflow equations in the frequency domain²² using a multi-resolution formulation²³. is approa was introduced by the author in []. A detailed description can be found in the
aforementioned article. In the MR-FDPF approa the simulation computations are divided into two diﬆin
ﬆeps: a long one-shot preprocessing ﬆep whi does not depend on source araeriﬆics, and a faﬆ propagation phase whi takes into account transmier locations. It is well suited for complex, but ﬆatic environments.
¹⁴Eleric permiivity, magnetic permeability and eleromagnetic conduivity
¹⁵On the order of a couple of centimeters, depending on the accuracy needed or the frequency used.
¹⁶Running the simulations at a mu lower frequency than normal: 1GHz
¹⁷e basic FDTD algorithm was published in  by Kane Yee in [].
¹⁸Graphics Processing Unit
¹⁹In a D environment, a veor ﬁeld in ea of the discretisation points can be divided into  components:  ﬂows bringing energy in
a cardinal direion and additional ﬆationary (inner) ﬂow.
²⁰Transmission Line Matrix method is a space and time discretising method for computation of eleromagnetic ﬁelds.
²¹Suggeﬆed minimal spatial resolution is λ6 .
²²Assuming that the time spreading is small, the frequency approa reduces the problem complexity to solving a linear syﬆem of
equations.
²³Introduces the concept of bri like elements, representing a group of pixels. e concept of bris is also used in other scientiﬁc
papers.



It is faﬆer than moﬆ of the other FDTD methods presented in this report and appears to be a promising tool for the
wireless network design phase. MR-FDPF is being continuously worked on and improved [, , ], extending
its scope to .D²⁴ [] and then to full D []. It muﬆ be noted however that without good optimisations
and simpliﬁcations the algorithm does not scale well²⁵ when moving from two dimensional to three dimensional
environment.
..

Remarks

e approaes presented above produce some of the moﬆ accurate results that can be obtained through simulations. ey inherently include important indoor events like reﬂeions, refraions and diﬀraion without any
additional computational penalty since they arise from the solutions of Maxwell’s equations. On the other hand,
they all require highly accurate blueprints of the environment that is being simulated, have long simulation times
and are not well suited for dynamic environments. Due to these conﬆraints the scope of applications of the FDTD
models is, in principle, limited to the design phase of the wireless network. Furthermore the detailed information
needed for seing up the simulations is seldom available.

.

Hybrid approaes

Shortcomings and limitations of all the models introduced thus far, su as la of accuracy or high processing
time, have given rise to so-called hybrid models. In general, hybrid methods are built by combining several
approaes in an aempt to preserve as many of the advantages of the parent methods while inheriting as few
drawbas as possible. is is a daunting task, if one considers numerous underlying queﬆions, e.g. how to
correly oose the models to be used in the framework, where to use ea of the models as to maximise their
eﬃciency and moﬆ importantly how to sele any incompatibility issues that may exiﬆ between the algorithms.
Following subseion provides references to some examples of the hybrid approaes.
..

Bri tracing

Bri tracing tenique represents a combination of two powerful algorithms: full-wave analysis of walls
(cf. ..) and ray-tracing (cf. .) to account for the multiple interaions between the wall elements. e walls
are described in term of periodically arranged discrete units called bris. eir eleromagnetic response is
calculated via FDTD, while the iterative ﬁeld/current calculation algorithm²⁶ is used to compute the interaion
between walls. is tenique is presented in [] and later extended to D environments [, ]. Authors claim
the computational time is signiﬁcantly reduced when compared to a normal full-wave simulation, but these
claims should be taken with caution as this is ﬆill a slow algorithm. e heavy reliance on individual bris is
also noteworthy, as generating models of a building, by accounting for individual bris is by no means a trivial
task.
..

Others

[] describes another algorithm that combines ray-tracing and FDTD methods. Unlike bri tracing though,
ray-tracing is used in the analysis of wide areas, while FDTD focuses on areas close to complex discontinuities
where the former algorithm does not produce suﬃciently accurate results. Ea zone to be analysed by FDTD is
enclosed in a “virtual” box. is method ﬆill retains many of ray tracing’s vices though. Other hybrid methods
worth mentioning are [], or [] whi try to combine ray-tracing teniques with ﬆatiﬆical modelling.
²⁴In a multi-ﬆorey building ea ﬂoor is being represented by interconneed D MR-FDPF simulations.
²⁵Algorithm complexity in a D environment for an N × N × N grid is O(N 6 ).
²⁶A generalised version of the ray tracing algorithm.



Propagation model family
Empirical models

Ray-optical models

FDTD models

Hybrid models

Strong points
Simple, high-speed (real-time), minimal
a priori information required, model independence.
Good accuracy, Models the NLOS phenomena, accounts for antenna radiation paern, similar algorithms are being used in computer graphics and scale
well on the GPU platforms.
High accuracy, all propagation eﬀes
are implicitly taken into account.

Trade-oﬀ between accuracy and complexity.

Shortcomings
Low accuracy, inability to model moﬆ
of the propagation phenomena
Requires blueprint environment knowledge, does not scale well with environment complexity, computational complexity.
Requires detailed knowledge about environment (blueprints, material information, etc.), high computational complexity, does not scale well (dense discretisation grid needed).
Additional complexity introduced by
the hybrid framework, diﬃcult to
oose underlying algorithms and models.

Table : Summary of diﬀerent modelling approaes.
..

Remarks

ese has been considerable eﬀort in building hybrid models that would provide a good compromise between
the speed of computations and the accuracy of results. Unfortunately every approa ﬆill replicates many of the
disadvantages that it was trying to mitigate in the ﬁrﬆ place. ere is mu ongoing resear in this area and it
is likely that there are beer algorithms in the oﬃng.

.

Conclusions

e ﬁeld of propagation modelling continues to be a witness to a thriving resear aivity. ere are tools on
the market that help with the planning and deployment process. ese tools operate in the “blueprint” mode,
whi forces the user to input the detailed information about the building layout, furniture and other elements
that are to be part of the simulation Users are reluant to spend mu time on planning, they use the planning
tools to gain some conﬁdence as to their network design.
Because of that it is important to provide some information about propagation araeriﬆics of the already
exiﬆing wireless network, incorporating the real-life measurement information if possible. Nonetheless, not
many of the available methods are either mature enough or eﬃcient enough to be used for real-time wireless
network control. Table  summarises brieﬂy the described models.





Performance metrics

Proper monitoring is an essential element of any network. Monitoring provides both hiﬆorical and inﬆantaneous information about the network condition. is information facilitates diagnoﬆics and troubleshooting. In
addition to that, su knowledge is invaluable when it comes to planning network modiﬁcations. To complete
the piure, one should remember that in order to do any control of the network²⁷ it is necessary to measure its
ﬆate! How else could one tell that the aions have any eﬀe and the network performance is “increasing”.
e WIND proje is especially intereﬆed in control and optimisation of the network operation. In order to
optimise the operation of a given syﬆem it is necessary to deﬁne some form of coﬆ funion that describes the
goodness (or badness) of the current ﬆate. ere is no single universal variable that would capture all the aspes
of the network ﬆatus²⁸.
e problem is that measuring the parameters contributing to the whole piure of the network is not as
ﬆraightforward as one would expe. ere is a multitude of metrics, yet it is far from trivial²⁹ to decide whi
carry particularly useful information. In consequence, before using a metric one has to underﬆand what is really
being captured, otherwise one might be in for a naﬆy surprise.
To make maers worse, useful metrics are being hidden in the physical layer of ., forcing researers
to modify the APs’ ﬁrmware in order to get ahold of the needed data. Of course, there is always the possibility
of using probing and monitoring to eﬆimate the metrics, but su approaes always come with the increased
syﬆem complexity.
It is desirable that the metric employed be exposed through ﬆandardised and well known means like SNMP³⁰
or sFlow³¹. is would reduce the complexity of any monitoring soware and insure that tools are not bound to
a speciﬁc hardware vendor. Both SNMP and sFlow are widely used in the real world inﬆallations, yet the laer
oﬀers some unique features that make it a preferred oice for some of the monitoring aivities. Unlike SNMP
it operates in the publisher³²/subscriber³³ model. e sFlow’s raison d’être is twofold: to perform the random
paet sampling of the traﬃc traversing the network device and to colle the vital device information³⁴. is
approa has a clear advantage over other monitoring methods since it scales well to complex and faﬆ networks
and its impa on the network load is insigniﬁcant. e information provided by sFlow is very detailed and
facilitates nearly real-time access to the ﬆatus of the network. Its success in the induﬆry as well as in projes
like CINBAD³⁵, make it a promising tool in the context of the WIND proje.
Regreably, monitoring was not a major concern when the . ﬆandards were being drawn. ere was
not mu need for performance monitoring. e networks were slow, the number of the devices low and the
conservative seduling meanism of PHY/MAC layer ensured smooth operation. Only some basic metrics that
were needed for the operation of the PHY/MAC layer of the network were created (for example RSS³⁶). Over time
the need for additional metrics had become evident and new amendments were created. Unfortunately all the
equipment produced up to that point does not support the new extensions. One can do nothing about this legacy
equipment. Subseion . will treat about the new features that serve the monitoring purpose.
²⁷By control one should underﬆand tuning certain variables in order to aieve beer performance of the syﬆem.
²⁸Performance can be for example deﬁned as coverage, throughput, maximum number of users, minimum roaming time, etc.
²⁹RSSI (cf. seion ..) is a good example of a metric that can be misleading and that has diﬃculties in conveying an accurate piure
of the wireless environment.
³⁰Simple Network Management Protocol used in network monitoring and management.
³¹sFlow is a ﬆandard for monitoring computer networks.
³²Network device is running a special agent that is responsible for colleing the data and forwarding it to the subscribers.
³³In moﬆ of the cases the Network Monitoring Syﬆem will subscribe to receive the sFlow information.
³⁴For example the interface SNMP counters.
³⁵Joint CERN-HPN resear proje in the area of network monitoring and anomaly deteion.
³⁶Received Signal Strength Indicator is a measurement of the power present in a received radio signal. Note: . RSSI
is acquired during the preamble ﬆage of receiving an . frame (provided the reception was successful).



.
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. monitoring related amendments
.e – MAC ality of Service Enhancements

Approved by the IEEE in , this ﬆandard [] aempts to alleviate some of the common issues that come
with using wireless networks in bandwidth and latency sensitive applications like VoIP or video ﬆreaming. e
original . ﬆandard implements two types of communication meanisms for wireless ﬆations: DCF³⁷ and
PCF³⁸. Given the nature of their design, mainly because they are unable to diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent types
of traﬃc, both of these methods perform inadequately in resource sensitive applications. is is the area where
the .e ﬆandard ﬆrives to improve. It introduces two new communication modes: EDCF and HCF.
EDCF or Enhanced DCF meanism introduces the concept of traﬃc categories/priorities (eight categories in
total). Stations with a low priority traﬃc will have to wait longer than higher priority ones in order to
gain access to the medium.
EDCF Hybrid Coordination Function is an extension of PCF, also relying on a controller that pools ﬆations and diﬆributes speciﬁc ﬆart times and maximum durations for ea transmission. More information
on the communication meanisms can be found in [].
.e introduces several new information elements, but the moﬆ intereﬆing is the QBSS Load³⁹ data. It is
present in the Beacon frames, Probe Responses and Management frames. e QBSS Load contains information about the current ﬆation population and traﬃc levels in the QBSS. It contains diﬀerent ﬁelds, among whi
Channel Utilization is worth mentioning. Channel Utilization is deﬁned as “the percentage of time,
normalized to , the QAP (QoS AP) sensed the medium was busy, as indicated by either the physical or virtual
carrier sense (CS) meanism.” It is calculated by the following formula:
channelbusytime
× 255
dotChannelUtilizationBeaconIntervals × dotBeaconPeriod × 1024
where annel busy time is the number of microseconds during whi the CS meanism has given the annel busy indication and dotChannelUtilizationBeaconIntervals⁴⁰ represents the number of consecutive beacon
intervals during whi the annel busy time is measured.
..

.h – Sperum and Transmit Power Management Extensions

e introduion of this ﬆandard [] was forced by the European regulations, whi require a speciﬁc behaviour
of the WLAN devices if a radar or satellite signal is being deteed in GHz frequency band. .h deﬁnes DFS⁴¹
and TPC⁴² meanisms on top of . MAC and .a/n PHY.
In order to successfully carry out these new duties, the AP has to monitor the ﬆatus of the current annel
as well as other annels. It can also requeﬆ that the client ﬆations carry out the measurements. ere are three
types of measurements that are needed for the DFS:
Basic measurement allows to e whether another BSS, a non-. OFDM signal, an unidentiﬁed signal, or
a radar signal is using the measured annel.
³⁷Distributed Coordination Function relies on CSMA/CA for annel access. An optional RTS/CTS meanism also exiﬆs.
³⁸Point Coordination Function, only available in infraﬆruure mode, since it requires the AP to a as a traﬃc coordinator
(point coordinator), deciding whi ﬆations can transmit at any given point in time.
³⁹A BSS providing QoS is called a QBSS in .e.
⁴⁰Found in the IEEE . RRM MIB.
⁴¹Dynamic Frequency Selection meanism for dynamically switing from one operational frequency to another in case of
radar signal deteion.
⁴²Transmit Power Control meanism that automatically reduces the used transmission output power when other networks are
within range. is results in reduion of interference and increase of baery life.



Clear-Channel Assessment (CCA) measures the fraional duration over whi the annel was busy during
the measurement duration.
Received Power Indication (RPI) measures the hiﬆogram of the quantised received energy power levels as
seen at the antenna conneor. It is useful when assessing the general level of interference present on a
annel.
In addition to that, .h deﬁnes a TPC Report element that contains the information about the transmit
power used to send the frame with the report itself and the link margin information⁴³.
Unfortunately this information is not necessarily exposed by the ﬆandard means (SNMP, sFlow, SOAP, etc.).
On the client side it might be possible to access this information by tweaking the ﬁrmware. However the WIND
proje aims to use only the information provided by the ﬆandardised interface.
..

.k – Radio Resource Measurement of Wireless LANs

is is one of the ﬁrﬆ ﬆandardisation aempts that tales the problem of the increasing density of wireless inﬆallations. IEEE .k [, , ] speciﬁes the set of measurements (PHY and MAC level) that can be performed
by an AP and the client ﬆations.
A wireless ﬆation (or an AP) can requeﬆ that another ﬆation measure and report the information about⁴⁴:
. Channel Load⁴⁵ in whi the measuring ﬆation reports the fraional duration over whi either the
physical or virtual carrier sense meanism indicates that the medium was busy. It can help to asses the
annel load.
. Noise Histogram whi provides the fraional time over whi the energy deteed was within a certain
power range during a medium idle period (there are  diﬀerent levels). More precisely, power hiﬆogram
measures non-IEEE . noise power. Sampling takes place when virtual Carrier sense determines an
idle period and the ﬆation is not transmiing or receiving a frame. is report can be used to identify the
expeed value for the noise in a speciﬁc annel.
. Neighbour Report whi contains information about known neighbouring APs.
. Beacon Report that contains a liﬆ of APs in range (on a given annel or annels), information about
RCPI⁴⁶ levels, signal ﬆrength and SNR⁴⁷. is measurement can be done using an aive scan, passive scan
or beacon table.
. Frame Report whi includes information about all the frames received in a certain time interval (count
and average signal ﬆrength for ea of the senders). is report can potentially give a piure of all the
annel traﬃc.
. Location Report that is used to exange the location information (e.g. longitude, latitude and altitude)
between the ﬆations.
. Link Measurement whi indicates the inﬆantaneous quality of a link. is measurement enables a pair
of ﬆations to compute link margins.
⁴³Link margin is calculated as the ratio of the TPC Request frame signal ﬆrength to the minimum required by the ﬆation.
⁴⁴is liﬆ is not exhauﬆive. Only the moﬆ intereﬆing reports are being mentioned.
⁴⁵Similar to the Clear Channel Assessment report used in .h (see seion ..).
⁴⁶Received Channel Power Indicator is a replacement for the RSSI metric. Unlike the later one, RCPI measurement covers the
entire received frame with deﬁned absolute levels of accuracy and resolution.
⁴⁷Signal to Noise Ratio is deﬁned as the ratio between the incoming signal level and the interference level, calculated at the
same time as RSSI.



. STA⁴⁸ Statistics whi basically correspond to set of diﬀerent MAC counters ﬆandardised under
ieee802dot11.
In addition to that some of the exiﬆing frames were extended to carry additional information (e.g. information
about the BSS load in the beacons). e measured information should be exposed to network management via
SNMP.
Up till recently the APs and clients were not able to share the annel information. .k provides tools for
building the global piure of the annel ﬆate. What is more, with the incoming reports from the clients, the AP
will be able to tra the hidden nodes that are located on the edge of their cells. e AP (or network management
syﬆem) would be then able to simply dire those clients to an AP from whi they would get a beer service.
How can this new amendment help in network management? It deﬁnes a set of measurements and eﬆablishes
a common framework for exanging the information about the ﬆate of the network and environment between
the devices. With .k the APs and the network management syﬆem will have a more complete view of the
wireless network. .k might be inﬆumental in improving and simplifying the wireless network operation
and monitoring. Unfortunately it will take some time before enough .k compliant devices proliferate the
market. It might even be enough to do the ﬁrmware upgrade in case of the recent devices.
..

.v – management of the wireless networks

IEEE .v [] is a proposed amendment to the IEEE . ﬆandard to allow for the conﬁguration of client
devices while conneed to wireless networks.
Currently a ﬆation will associate with the AP with the ﬆrongeﬆ signal. is approa can easily lead to a
situation in whi one of the APs is overcrowded while others remain idle. Signal ﬆrength alone is not enough
as it does not tell anything about the real ﬆatus of the network (annel load, number of devices associated to
the AP, etc). .v provides APs with a command to tell a ﬆation to associate with a diﬀerent AP. It will be
also possible to force an already associated ﬆation to move to a diﬀerent AP. With these tools it will be possible
to do the load-balancing without resorting to dirty has (see [] for examples of pre-.v workarounds).
..

.T – Evaluating . wireless performance (cancelled dra)

e aim of this ﬆandardisation [] aempt was to deﬁne a set of guidelines, methodologies and performance
metrics that could be used by the hardware manufaurers to evaluate the performance of their produs. All
the metrics⁴⁹ are being deﬁned in the context of certain use cases that are supposed to correspond to real-life
situations⁵⁰
However .T is meant to be used mainly by the hardware manufaurers. All the teﬆs have to be condued in a set of speciﬁc and well-deﬁned environments⁵¹ in order to guarantee repeatability. e goal of .T
is to enable teﬆing and comparison of . wireless devices based on a common and accepted set of performance metrics, measurement methodologies and teﬆ conditions. It cannot be applied direly to the real-life
monitoring of an exiﬆing network.

.

Overview of metrics deﬁned in various publications

Surprisingly there are not many publications analysing the performance metrics that could be direly adapted
to describe dense wireless inﬆallations. Part of the resear (e.g. [, , , , , , ]) ﬆems from the exploration in the area of ad hoc routing in mesh networks. A metric reﬂeing the quality of the link is needed in order
⁴⁸STAtion
⁴⁹For example: latency, jier, paet loss, throughput vs. path loss, faﬆ BSS transition, receiver sensitivity, and access-point capacity
and association performance.
⁵⁰e three principal-use cases are data, latency sensitive and ﬆreaming media.
⁵¹Teﬆ setup is placed in a shielded amber for isolation. RF cables conne the antenna ports of ea device to other devices through
programmable aenuators that emulate the path loss among the devices.



to sele the beﬆ route. However typical conditions in whi a mesh network operates and user requirements are
far from those in dense indoor inﬆallations.
In addition to that some papers (e.g. []) analyse the metrics for slow networks (., .b). Some of
these metrics are heavily speed dependent and might carry far less useful information or even worse their interpretation can be diametrically diﬀerent. Moﬆ of the papers consider ﬆationary . networks (yet the wireless
medium is non-ﬆationary and there is an increasing number of highly-mobile ﬆations). Finally, some of the
proposed solutions (e.g. [, ]) use dedicated probes to capture the needed information. For more information
about the ﬆrengths and weaknesses of the probe based approa consult seion ..
Article [] serves as a good introduion to performance indicators in wireless networks. It describes the
metrics whi could be used to assess the link quality. e authors have identiﬁed four metrics that are frequently
used (i.a. in ad hoc routing resear) to measure the quality.
Ea of these metrics provides some insight into the link quality. However link quality alone is not suﬃcient
to accurately describe the ﬆate of the network. Even worse, none of these metrics alone can give a robuﬆ link
quality information.
..

Received Signal Strength Indication

RSSI, as already mentioned, is related to the ﬆrength of an arriving signal. It includes the energy from the incoming transmission as well as from other sources (e.g. noise, interfering transmissions). However, the RSSI is
being measured only during the reception⁵² of the frame preamble and header. is simple fa has far ﬆreting
consequences. Firﬆ of all, as the interferences have high temporal variability, it is possible that the conditions
ange draﬆically between the preamble and data parts of the frame. What is more, the paet preamble is being
transmied at the loweﬆ rate, whi raises a queﬆion whether the metric is meaningful for higher transmission
rates. Authors condued simulations demonﬆrating that the RSSI is invariant with respe to interference
power. Fortunately RSSI will soon⁵³ be replaced with RCPI whi measures the received RF power over the data
portion of the frame, whi is a more useful piece of information as it does not have any of the RSSI defes.
Paper [] analyses the relationship between the paet loss rate, transmier-receiver diﬆance and the SNR
reported by the network interface. ey conﬁrm that the diﬆance is not prediive of link reliability. eir experiments show that aempting to eﬆimate the paet loss rate in real-time by observing recent transmissions
can lead to large errors as the links exhibit non-ﬆationary traits. Furthermore the values reported by the network interface can be misleading as they are being calculated only for successfully received paets. e authors
conclude that in low-interference conditions, the SNR serves as a good indicator of link reliability, but as the
external interference increases, the relationship is unprediable.
[] is yet another publication that builds up upon the RSSI as a performance metric despite its shortcomings. is paper introduces the models for describing the PHY behaviour of paet reception and carrier sense
with interference in ﬆatic networks. ese models, aer initial seeding, use the RSSI and paet counts measurements from a real network to capture its RF araeriﬆics and then use this information to predi how the
network would perform under diﬀerent seings. e experiments aempt to araerise the ﬆability of the
wireless medium on diﬀerent time scales. Losses tend to occur in small burﬆs but can be treated as independent
for larger time intervals (i.e. tenths of seconds, minutes). Furthermore there is enough similarity between the
measurements to make useful prediions over moderate time scales. It is thus necessary to measure the network
at leaﬆ for su time scales to get the ﬆable prediions.
..

Paet Delivery Rate

PDR is simply the percentage of the transmied paets that were successfully received. It provides a high-level
overview of the link quality. is metric is tightly related with both the paet size and transmission rate. e
shorter the paet is, the less likely it is to suﬀer from the interference. Similarly, as the transmission speed
⁵²And only the successful reception is being considered.
⁵³As soon as .k becomes commonplace.



increases, the transmission time of ea paet decreases⁵⁴. Authors ﬆate that “the PDR metric may not provide
a uniﬁed eﬆimate of the link quality”. One could make up for the paet size and transmission rate dependency
by simply deriving the PDR value for diﬀerent paet sizes.
..

Bit Error Rate

BER is the ratio of the number of erroneous bits to the total number of received bits. It is not ﬆraightforward
to eﬆimate, as one has to exclude outlier paets (e.g. paets with corrupted length ﬁeld, paets where the
bits are shied by some oﬀset). ere are two ways of measuring BER, both of whi are not easy to implement
on wide-scale. e ﬁrﬆ one requires comparing raw data bits received by the ﬆation with the ones that were
sent. In order to get a decent eﬆimate of the BER one could send a known pseudo-random sequence of bits. For
that reason it is not being used in praical applications. e second approa involves reading the internal CRC
mismat counter in the ﬆation.
..

User mobility metrics

Link quality is not the only metric that might be important for accurate representation of the network ﬆate.
ere were also some aempts [] to araerise and quantify the user mobility, thus aempting to uncover
the behaviour paerns of the user population whi is important for eﬀeive load balancing. For example typical laptop users tend to spend a large fraion of their time in a single location, albeit, according to [], when
they move away they do not reduce their data transfer rates (ergo their behaviour does not ange). e authors
provide a framework for quantifying the user mobility⁵⁵ and introduce the persiﬆence that measures how long
users ﬆay associated with the same access point and prevalence that reﬂes how frequently users visit diﬀerent
locations. For more information about the user mobility and usage paerns consult seion .
..

Channel aivity based metrics

Available Bandwidth Publication [] introduces the idea of available bandwidth whi is being deﬁned as
a maximum rate that a new ﬂow can send without impaing the rate aieved by the exiﬆing ﬂows on the
link. In the context of wireless networks, the link does not have a well-deﬁned bandwidth due to the dynamic
multirate adaptation. Similarly due to . MAC contention-based meanism the paets may not follow the
FIFO seduling. Authors provide extensive information about the related work and introduce a new method
called ProbeGap whi is based on probing the link for idle periods. e Poisson-spaced series of probe paets
containing the local timeﬆamp information is being send over the link. If the link is free, then the experienced
delay will be low. [] uses throughput eﬆimation for their WLAN frequency planning algortihm and notes
that .e annel utilisation parameter transmied in beacons would provide mu more precise information
about the annel ﬆate.
Channel free time In the context of load balancing and monitoring, it is important to get a hold of as mu
information about the wireless environment as possible before taking any aion on the network itself. Essential pieces of information are provided by metrics similar to the Channel free time. ey play a key role in
assessing the usage level of a wireless annel since they manage to capture several important faors: traﬃc
generated between ﬆations and their associated AP, baground⁵⁶ traﬃc and interference from other sources. In
addition to that Channel free time oﬀers a good eﬆimation about the load of a particular AP.
Heretofore the scientiﬁc community either needed to employ dirty has to surface this information, or estimate it through measurements and probing. Although available in some form or another in various .
amendments, their slow adoption meant that devices providing this information were scarce, to say the leaﬆ.
⁵⁴One has to remember that the relation is not that simple, as high-rate transmissions use more aggressive modulations that are more
susceptible to noise.
⁵⁵e results are based on the data from a real network.
⁵⁶Other wireless traﬃc on the same annel.



e Channel free time metric can me found in diﬀerent variants, all portraying the same aspe of the
wireless environment – percentage of the time for whi the medium was sensed busy.
. Channel utilisation (cf. ..) – is information is available neither via SNMP nor by sFlow. Only
the beacon interval can be conﬁgured via SNMP (dotChannelUtilizationBeaconInterval).
. Clear Channel Assessment (cf. ..) is part of the CSMA/CA meanism. e novelty of this ﬆandard
is that an AP can requeﬆ its associated ﬆations to perform a Clear Channel Assessment. is gives
the AP a mu broader view of the wireless environment since it no longer has to rely solely on the data
from its immediate vicinity. is information is exposed neither via SNMP nor sFlow.
. Channel Load (cf. ..) extends the monitoring capabilities by allowing ﬆations to perform Channel
Load requeﬆs. is gives them the capability to perform intelligent decisions about the moﬆ eﬀective way to utilise the wireless medium. is information is available in the IEEE . RRM MIB –
dotChannelLoadReport.
. Channel Access Delay (cf. []) is an aive tenique⁵⁷ and it measures the minimum time delay for
a paet transmission in the network. Worth mentioning is the fa that CAD is dependent on the inﬆantaneous network aivities, thus it is subje to high variability over time. As su, the authors look at CAD
diﬆributions over a short period of time, in order to eﬆimate the network congeﬆion level. is in turn,
produces results that vary depending on the number of CAD values available during an interval.
. Channel Busy Time (cf. []) is a passive tenique⁵⁸, and it measures the fraion of the time for whi
the medium was utilised during a certain measurement period. CBT was found to exhibit ﬆrong linear
correlation to medium utilisation, making it a good candidate for revealing annel utilisation information.
. Free air time (cf. []) is similar to the other metrics, as it represents the percentage of the time when
the medium is not in use. is metric is eﬆimated, by having the AP periodically broadcaﬆ a small paet
at a ﬁxed transmission on the higheﬆ priority driver queue. e amount of time between enqueueing the
paet and successful dispat serves (aer subtraing the calibration data⁵⁹) as the measure of the Free
air time. is method gives a good approximation, but tends to undereﬆimate the free air time to some
degree.

.

Ad hoc network oriented metrics

As it was already pointed out, there is a signiﬁcant number of papers examining the routing process in the mesh
and ad hoc networks. ese papers aempt to formulate beﬆ metrics for describing the link quality. Some
of these methods (e.g. []) employ already described metrics (viz. RSSI, PDR, SINR) and analyse their behaviour (e.g. ﬆationarity, transmission rate inﬂuence, interferences) in context of the outdoor mesh network..
e following seions provide a brief overview of the seleed representative metrics.
..

Expeed Transmission Count

Article [] proposes a new metric for multi-hop routing. e ETX metric incorporates the eﬀes of link loss
ratios and the asymmetry in the loss ratios between the two direions of the links. e authors note that .
ACK meanism re-sends loﬆ paets, making all but the worﬆ links appear loss-free. Unfortunately these
retransmissions reduce the path throughput and interfere with other traﬃc.
⁵⁷CAD values are monitored for probes sent at regular intervals.
⁵⁸e authors resort to modiﬁcations to the driver used by Atheros radios, in order to get the required information.
⁵⁹On an idle annel the frame is sent immediately. is means the delay recorded is juﬆ the transmission time plus some additional
overheads. None depends on annel conditions.



e ETX of a link is the predied number of data transmissions required to send a paet over that link,
including retransmissions⁶⁰:
1
ET X =
df dr
Where df (forward delivery ratio) is the measured probability that a data paet successfully arrives and dr
(reverse delivery ratio) is the measured probability that an ACK paet is successfully received. us df dr is the
expeed probability that a transmission is successfully received and anowledged. Delivery ratios are being
measured using the dedicated probe paets. e authors make several simplifying assumptions about the .
networks:
• Radios have a ﬁxed transmit power.
• In real-life delivery ratios depend on both paet size and transmission speed
• 134-byte paets are being used to eﬆimate link loss ratios. is results in the undereﬆimation of the
delivery ratio for ACK paets whi are mu smaller.
e simulations have been performed on an ad hoc network running .b at 1Mbit/s transmission speed and
were routing oriented. is metric is ﬆrongly rooted in the world of ad hoc networks and mesh routing. It is
extended further in [] in order to alleviate the fa that wireless annels experience variations at diﬀerent
time-scales. For example, some annels with low average paet loss ratio may have high variability, whi is
not taken into account by metrics depending solely on the mean loss ratio.
[] introduces yet another metric for eﬆimating link quality based on data traﬃc and compares it to other
noteworthy approaes (i.a. ETR).
..

Eﬃcient and Accurate link-quality monitoR

EAR is the link-quality measurement framework for multi-hop wireless mesh networks []. is approa combines three complementary measurement semes: passive (utilising the real-traﬃc passing through a node),
cooperative (by overhearing the traﬃc on the network) and aive (by means of dedicated paets).
EAR focuses on link coﬆ and capacity as link-quality parameters. Link coﬆ is deﬁned as the inverse of the
delivery ratio (d) of MAC frames. is deﬁnition reﬂes the expeed transmission count of ea data frame.
e coﬆ (C) of link A → B is deﬁned as:
C=

Ns
1
and di = (1 − α) × di−1 + α ×
di
Nt

Where di is a smoothed delivery ratio, α is a smoothing conﬆant, Ns is the number of successful transmissions
and Nt is the total number of transmissions and retransmissions during a measurement period of the ith cycle.
e authors are aware of the fa that the paet size greatly aﬀes the delivery ratio. EAR monitors paets
within a 100-byte range of three popular sizes used in the Internet: 60, 512 and 1448 bytes deriving the link coﬆ
for ea size.
..

QUality ESTimation

Paper [], wrien in collaboration with HP Labs, proposes a method for eﬆimating wireless link quality in mesh
networks without in-band signalling overhead. QUEST relies upon special proﬁles whi describe the relation
between the PDR and SNR that was eﬆablished experimentally. e quality of a given link is being assesed by
performing the proﬁle lookup for any incoming paets.
⁶⁰Assuming that ea aempt to transmit a paet can be considered a Bernoulli trial.



.

Probes, monitors, sniﬀers

Currently the information provided by the . wireless networks that do not support .k amendment is
limited to the moﬆ basic metrics (i.e. RSSI). is has compelled some of the researers (e.g. [, ]) to use special
probes, monitors and sniﬀers to obtain the needed information.
Using dedicated hardware probes⁶¹ to gather the data, certainly has its advantages. Firﬆ of all the probe,
unlike an AP, can do virtually any kind of monitoring (e.g. examine signal ﬆrength, noise level and data rate
for individual paets⁶², monitor error rates, retransmissions, etc) and run cuﬆom processing soware. e main
funion of the AP is handling the wireless traﬃc leaving not mu space for other aivities (i.e. to do the
monitoring of other annels AP has to temporarily suspend its operation). ere are some APs available on
the market that feature a dedicated radio interface for monitoring purposes allowing for continuous monitoring.
However these APs need more power for the additional wireless interface and the current power provided by the
moﬆ widespread PoE⁶³ ﬆandard (.af) is not suﬃcient. Recently ratiﬁed .at ﬆandard is able to provide
more power, but there are ﬆill not many devices supporting it.
What is more, probes can be inﬆalled without impaing the exiﬆing infraﬆruure (i.e. they are transparent to the all other network devices) and moved around freely. Passive monitoring does not need any form of
interaion with the exiﬆing wireless networks.
Unfortunately using the probes is not as easy at it would seem (cf. [, ]). Firﬆ of all a probe is an additional
piece of hardware that has to be purased and it is clear that one needs a certain number of su devices to effeively monitor the wireless network. Next pre-operation allenge involves deploying the probes, ﬁnding the
beﬆ location that has needed infraﬆruure (viz. mount, cabling, Ethernet soet). Finally the sniﬀers’ data has
to be send to a central location and merged. is unavoidably brings us to the problem of time synronisation,
data aggregation and analysis⁶⁴.
Hopefully .k amendment will provide information of comparable quality without the need for superﬂuous devices.

.

Location deteion in wireless networks

While indoor location deteion by means of a wireless network may not be of key intereﬆ for the WIND proje,
articles addressing this topic have proved to be an invaluable source of information. Still it is not that unexpeed.
Some kind of propagation modelling is needed in order to deliver the approximate location information about
the individual users. Furthermore, the input data for the modelling comes from metrics colleed by the network
devices and dedicated probes.
e principle behind location deteion is simple. Probes (monitors) that are being deployed in a well known
location, liﬆen to the transmissions from the other devices and record the signal ﬆrengths whi is one of the fundamental values for eﬆimating the position of the device. Publication [] describes a self-conﬁguring⁶⁵ location
eﬆimation engine. eir approa relies heavily upon the information provided by the dedicated probes⁶⁶.
e article [] gives an alternative to using probes to monitor the network, by using the APs themselves.
e authors divide their inveﬆigation in three parts: evaluation of the eﬀes of users’ presence on the RSSI
information gathered, evaluation of the ﬆatiﬆical properties of RSSI sets and evaluation of the properties of
multiple RSSI sets. e ﬆudy on the eﬀes of users’ bodies on the wireless propagation is not only important
for its degrading impa on the location information gathered, but also on wireless performance in general (cf.
.). Also noteworthy are the following ﬁndings:
⁶¹e cited papers carried out experiments with ﬆandard PCs equipped with USB wireless card and dedicated soware as probes.
⁶²A small subset of this information can be obtained using sFlow protocol from the access point.
⁶³Power over Ethernet
⁶⁴Albeit one will face similar allenge when faced with the .k data.
⁶⁵e syﬆem employed by the Microso Resear team, does not need any initial or subsequent manual calibration.
⁶⁶Authors used simple USB wireless dongles aaed to the campus PCs. e PC runs a special soware that does the driver level
paet monitoring of all the frames. Ea frame from the driver is being delivered to a set of ﬁlters that analyse the data, summarise it
in application speciﬁc manner and submit it to the central monitor.



• Good communication signals between the AP and the client may not always result in a good positioning
signal.
• A limited number⁶⁷ of APs can provide location information for a small number of users.
• Diﬆribution of RSSI is not usually Gaussian.
• RSSI sets from diﬀerent APs are moﬆly uncorrelated.
• Interference from other APs working on the same frequency does not have a great impa on the observed
RSSI paern.
More information on this subje can be found in [, , ]
Location information could also be used in optimising the operation of a wireless network. It can help to
answer some of the following queﬆions []:
• Do aive clients typically associate with the neareﬆ (diﬆance) AP?
• What is the relationship between diﬆance and loss rate?
• How is transmission-rate seleion aﬀeed by the diﬆance?
• Whi locations exhibit the heavieﬆ utilisation?
• Does the AP do a good job covering the area (are the sensitivity and power seings corre)?
• How many clients in a particular region were able to conne to the wireless network and for how long?
• Are there any regions with no RF coverage?
• Are there any hidden nodes?
• Is conneion duration correlated with location?
• Are there speciﬁc regions where clients rapidly swit ba and forth between APs?
• Are there any clients that violate the protocol rules (e.g. due to buggy ﬁrmware or for selﬁsh reasons)?
Answers to many of this non-exhauﬆive liﬆ of queﬆions are far from trivial and are likely to be of mu use
for the network operation and optimisation. However it seems that Wi-Fi alone might not provide suﬃciently
detailed information.

.

Conclusions

antifying the quality of the wireless network is anything but simple. It is not obvious at all what values should
be monitored and what is their relation to the overall network goodness. What is worse, till recently, measurements were not regarded important or essential by the . ﬆandards. Only the recent proliferation of mobile
devices highlighted the need for a complete and ﬆandardised set of performance metrics. Unfortunately, for
now, we have to work with devices that provide only the legacy measurements. is means that it is necessary
to rely mainly on the limited information from the access points (e.g. RSSI, client rates, annel time eﬆimates).
e ﬁrﬆ and moﬆ important task is to deﬁne what is to be considered as a good, healthy and eﬃcient wireless
network. ere is more to it than meets the eye. Suﬃcient coverage is merely a prerequisite, while faors like
throughput, fairness, reliability, roaming speed are far more important.
Ea of the metrics provides some kind of average, implicit eﬆimate of the wireless network quality. How
accurate are these metrics? What is their robuﬆness with respe to noise, interference, transmission speed and
araeriﬆics of the given site? We will try to answer some of these queﬆions during the course of the WIND
proje.
⁶⁷Even two APs could be suﬃcient to diﬆinguish a modeﬆ number of positions.





Network usage and mobility

Although we consider it to be an essential topic, playing a key role both prediing the performance of the wireless network and helping with optimization eﬀorts during its life-cycle, it is surprisingly poorly documented.
Underﬆanding how the network is used, how peak load conditions are generated or what situations lead to
“oke“ points in terms of throughput and availability, provides vital elements in creating a healthy, ﬆable and
eﬃcient network. User mobility also plays an important faor in designing a good wireless network. Sadly it is
oen forgoen, both in the scientiﬁc literature as in the network conception phase.

.

Usage and mobility

Valuable conclusions can be drawn from []. e authors try araerizing both mobility and network usage
in a large corporate WLAN. Despite the fa that it deals with older wireless networks (.b), the paerns that
were observed during the ﬆudy can ﬆill apply for higher speed wireless networks (a, g, n).
e results presented in this article are compiled from a four week trace on a corporate network. More than
 unique⁶⁸ MAC addresses were seen aive during this period.
At the end of the ﬆudy, important conclusions are presented:
• e throughput of an AP does not depend on how many users are present, but rather on their type of
behaviour⁶⁹ on the network.
• Users mobility does not inﬂuence their behaviour on the network.
• ere is a low correlation between the time of day and network throughput.
• ere is a low correlation between network usage and type of network.
• Personal diﬀerences among users aﬀe how they use the network. High bandwidth consumers are only
a small portion of the users⁷⁰.

.

User eﬀes

[] is another paper that deserves to be mentioned. While the main focus of the article is somewhat diﬀerent
than network usage and mobility, it carries out experiments on the eﬀe of the user’s presence on the performance of the wireless network. As expeed there is a clear inﬂuence on the received signal ﬆrength, when any
number of users are present. More importantly, this article also shows that even the user’s body orientation has
a non-negligible eﬀe. In certain teﬆ conditions a diﬀerence in body orientations resulted in dB aenuation
diﬀerence.

.

Conclusions

We see the need to introduce a syﬆem that can adapt in real time to anging conditions within a wireless
network, as no simulation or site survey can mitigate or rea to the events presented in this seion.

⁶⁸is number is an upper bound limit for the number of unique users, as some users could have owned more than one wireless device.
⁶⁹e behaviour type refers to what the wireless network is used for: ﬆreaming, eing emails or webpages, etc.
⁷⁰Pareto principle (also know as the / rule) – ﬆates that % of the eﬀes come from the % of causes.





Operation and optimisation of wireless networks

One might have thought that aer ﬆruggling with the deployment phase of the wireless network, the day-to-day
operation would be plain and simple. Surprisingly, later, the deployment issues seem like a picnic. It is a real
uphill ﬆruggle againﬆ the capricious wireless medium, limitations of the ﬆandard, hordes of relentless users, etc.
Wireless network are complex syﬆems, made up of a large number of interaing components. One have
a conglomerate of dissimilar users immersed in the highly variable environment that is diﬃcult to measure.
In moﬆ cases one has a heterogeneous wireless infraﬆruure that was either created by random purasing
decisions (whi is bad) or conceived on purpose to avoid vendor lo-in. Providing redundancy in the wired
network boiled down to providing additional network equipment and cabling, yet it is far more allenging due
to the limited sperum and the inﬂuence of interference. It should be obvious by now that providing suﬃcient
coverage, acceptable performance and high-enough reliability is easier said than done.
Succinly speaking, network operators do not have the tools to eﬀeively monitor, diagnose and optimise
their wireless networks. is problem has recently drawn aention of the researers. In this seion we will
present several promising aempts to aa the problem.

.

About the recurring patterns

While looking at the literature taling the problem of the dense wireless networks and at the performance metrics (cf. seion ) one can diﬆinguish certain recurring themes. It comes as no surprise as there are not that many
degrees of freedom when it comes to controlling and tweaking the operation of the wireless network. Among
these are, inter alia, the frequency allocation across the access points, load-balancing of user associations across
the access points⁷¹ and the process of power control (or conversly – the receiver’s sensitivity control).

.

MDG – Measurement-Driven Guidelines

[] provides a good ﬆarting point for underﬆanding how these control variables are correlated with the network performance. e authors wanted also to examine whether the above-mentioned areas of optimisation
are interdependent or can be treated separately. In particular it turned out, that applying all the optimisations
independently is not preferable as it can degrade the performance. e authors outline the conditions needed for
eﬃcient network tuning and formalise them within a Measurement Driven Guidelines framework. e optimisation algorithms comprising the MDG framework use the Gibbs sampling⁷² for ﬁnding the optimum. e authors
performed comprehensive evaluation of diﬀerent scenarios in the teﬆbed environment⁷³.
ere is a clear diﬆinion between the networks operating in the 5GHz band (with less bandwidth contention and multiple orthogonal annels available⁷⁴) and the ones in 2.4GHz band (that is shared with plethora
of other devices where there are only  orthogonal annels). e indicated paper ﬆates that for the GHz networks the optimisation of transmit power is not needed and the management process boils down to seleing the
orthogonal (noise-free) annels and load-balancing across the access points.
Frequency Seleion e goal of the optimisation is to allocate frequencies to the access point in su a way
that the total amount of noise across the entire network is minimised and the amount of power sensed at ea
access point from its co-annel access points together is minimised:
Fa = Na +

∑

sCH (a, b)(Pb (a) + Pa (b))

b6=a

⁷¹e default behaviour of associating with the ﬆrongeﬆ access point in the area can lead to pathological load diﬆribution.
⁷²Gibbs sampling generates a sequence of samples from the joint probability diﬆribution of several random variables.
⁷³Albeit, in our opinion, the number of clients used (30) was too small. Similarly using the random annel allocation as the reference
baseline is far from being realiﬆic, as the deployments tend to have some form of planned annel assignments. On the other hand the
it is worth pointing out that the MDG performance was evaluated in the presence of external interferers.
⁷⁴[] recommends that in order to eliminate interferences, the neighbouring access points with mutual RSSI ≤ −40dBm should
oose frequencies that are separated by at leaﬆ 40MHz.



where Na accounts for total thermal noise and interference from non-. sources, Pb (a) represents the power
received at AP a from AP b⁷⁵ and sCH represents the degree of orthogonality between the annels. According to
the authors the annel seleion process should depend on the AP-AP information, as the client-AP information
exhibits great variability. We believe that this is an intereﬆing approa and one could get even beer results
by employing beer sources of information (e.g. . monitoring related amendments that provide all the
necessary information).
User Association e default user association process is naïve and results in asymmetric load of the access
points. e goal of the optimisation is to minimise the amount of time that a user needs to wait until the reception
of a unit of information from its access point. is means that ea client will associate with the access point
providing the minimum long-term delay. A new metric is introduced, the Aggregated Transmission Delay that is
calculated by measuring the time between queueing a paet at the MAC layer and receiving and ACK. Moﬆ likely
information of similar quality could be obtained by using one of the annel utilisation metrics (cf. seion ..).
User association management should be applied in conjunion with frequency seleion to maximise the overall
network throughput.
e authors highlight that managing the user associations can be more beneﬁcial for GHz. In GHz cells
are smaller and the number of available annels is higher, thus it is more likely to ﬁnd a suitable access point.
Power Control MDG uses an algorithm described in []. e goal is to tune the transmission power and CCA
threshold⁷⁶ in order to balance the reduion in interference and the reduion in signal quality to the weakeﬆ
client. e publication describes typical scenarios in whi one can expe the algorithm to work and to fail.
Intelligent frequency allocation can help reduce the number of aberrant cases, while blind application of the user
association management can have the opposite eﬀe.
MDG operation MDG is a decision framework that based on the measurement information decides whi algorithms should be applied. Following information is needed:
. Whether there are overlapping cells using the same annel. If yes then frequency seleion algorithm is
triggered.
. e access point associations leﬆ an overload should occur.
. e signal quality in order to look for situations where power control could be applied.
e authors did not considered modifying the optimisation algorithms, inﬆead they focused solely on the
deciding what are the conditions for using ea of the algorithms.

.

DenseAP

DenseAP [] is a novel syﬆem for improving the performance of enterprise wireless networks using a dense
deployment of the access points. is is contrary to the widespread deployment praises and inline with what
moﬆ of the people thinks, albeit the underlying argumentation is diﬀerent from the typical “give us more access
points” mantra.
Using only few APs in the 5GHz range (where there are more orthogonal annels than in the 2.4GHz band)
does not allow to fully utilise the available sperum at ea location. Similarly adding extra radios to the exiﬆing access points is not as eﬀeive as deploying a larger number of APs in diﬀerent locations due to rapid signal
fading in indoor environments. Having more access points would help mitigate the rate anomaly⁷⁷ problem.
⁷⁵Information based on the RSSI.
⁷⁶Channel is assumed to be idle if the annel power level is below the CCA threshold.
⁷⁷Stations reduce data rates when signal ﬆrength is poor. As low-rate paets consume more airtime, the high-rate ﬆations experience
throughput degradation.



In order to increase the capacity, the access points muﬆ be assigned appropriate annels, the clients muﬆ
make intelligent decisions about whi AP to associate with and power (that translates to cell size) has to be
tuned to limit the interference. e decisions about annel assignment and associations need to take into consideration the global view and ﬆate of the whole wireless network. e proposed solution does not require any
modiﬁcations of the clients⁷⁸. e central controller manages the association process and performs periodic load
balancing by moving clients from overloaded APs to nearby APs with less load. e access points that have no
clients are dedicated to monitoring all the annels.
Decision of the central controller are based on the following information from the access points:
. Liﬆ of associated clients – this information is readily available via SNMP.
. Traﬃc paern summaries describing for ea client – it appears that similar information could be obtained
via sFlow.
. RSSI values of paet samples – ut supra,
. Current annel conditions – captured in the Available Channel metric that belongs to the family of
annel aivity based metrics (cf. seion .. for information about obtaining similar information).
. Information about the new clients requeﬆing service from the network. Based on the ﬆate of the network
the controller will decide with whi access point the client could associate with.
In addition to that, the DenseAP approa allows for client location deteion by means of algorithm described in [].
e experimental teﬆbed was deployed on a portion of the oﬃce ﬂoor and consiﬆed of  access points⁷⁹
located in more or less every other oﬃce. e number of clients was also equal to  whi makes the teﬆs
somewhat unrealiﬆic. Moﬆ of the teﬆs were condued in the GHz band.
Available Channel metric roughput that a client can expe to get with a given access point depends on
several faors, su as quality of the annel, presence of other traﬃc/interference, rate adjuﬆment algorithms
in use and the CCA thresholds. e authors focus on the fa that throughput is mainly aﬀeed by:
. e transmission rate used – if a client and an AP communicate at high transmission rate, then ea frame
will consume less air time, and the client will be able to send more data. Furthermore, other clients on the
same annel will have more opportunities to transmit.
. How busy the medium is (free air time) – if the annel has low utilisation then potentially more
clients could use it and it is also acceptable to communicate at a low rate, because it will have lile impa
on other devices.
C
is the produ of free air time (cf. seion ..)
Given a annel (C), an AP (D) and a client (M ), ACDM
on C in the vicinity of D and M , and the expected transmission rate⁸⁰ between the D and M . e free
air time is simply the percentage of time when the wireless medium is not in use. In principle the clients
should associate with the leaﬆ loaded access point that can provided the beﬆ data rate. is metric is also used
in the annel assignment process.

Load balancing e access point is considered to be overloaded if it reports the free air time of less than
%. e load balancing algorithm will look at the traﬃc paerns of the clients conneed to the overloaded
access point and try to ﬁnd a less loaded one that would be capable of suﬆaining the client average transmission
rate. e algorithm will move at moﬆ one client in ea iteration and exclude this particular client from the next
iteration in order to avoid oscillations.
⁷⁸e association management and roaming are implemented using clever has on the access point side. Still the new ﬆandard
amendments would surely simplify the process.
⁷⁹In some experiments the number of access points was halved.
⁸⁰Obtained from the RSSI of the probe frames by means of lookup table.



Power control e authors teﬆed some adaptive power management semes in their teﬆbed and decided that
power control at the access point is undesirable and the beﬆ policy was to simply use the ﬁxed (optimum) power
level (whi conﬁrms the observations from []).
Conclusions is paper also subscribes to the point of view that the centralised association management is
crucial for aieving an eﬃcient network. Numerous experiments carried out by the researers show the beneﬁts of the DenseAP syﬆem (e.g. graceful degradation of performance with increasing the number of clients, load
balancing to aieve higher transmission speed, intelligent annel seleion, etc.).

.

Load Balancing via .k meanisms

Both of the approaes mentioned so far ﬆress the importance of the user association management and load
balancing. [, ] gives the information how the new .k (cf. seion ..) ﬆandard can help in this vital
tasks.

.

Conclusions

Eﬃcient operation of wireless network is a complex task. We have already seen that it is diﬃcult to quantify
the ﬆate of the network (cf. seion ). It seems to us that having a centralised view is a prerequisite to even
considering controlling a wireless network. e other necessary condition is having a dense deployment in order
to guarantee suﬃcient performance and facilitate eﬀeive load balancing.
In many corporate environments deploying more access points should not pose signiﬁcant problems. Of
course, the deployment coﬆ is important, but it is absolutely necessary to ﬆress that a dense deployment can
provide beer performance and redundancy. e fa is that the proliferation of . clients is increasing.
More and more applications run over wireless because the speed and quality of service are considered to be
“good enough”. Even the critical applications ﬆart to notice the exiﬆence of the wireless users…ere is a noticeable ange in the way of thinking of many corporations – “we can now ran applications over wireless safely,
gaining the mobility faor”.
We think that the initial coﬆs of the dense deployment would amortise themselves in no time while providing
more eﬃcient and robuﬆ wireless network.





ings to come

.

Beamforming

Wireless tenologies have come a long way since the initial adoption of the . ﬆandard. Not only did the
throughput consiﬆently increase, but with the advent of .n even crippling eﬀes ⁸¹ were turned around and
exploited to the beneﬁt of wireless clients through the use of MIMO⁸² tenologies. And things are continuing
to improve. One su tenology is slowly maturing, bringing with it the promise of enhanced control over
the wireless propagation and with it, higher throughput, superior reliability and resiﬆance to interference. is
tenology is called beamforming (viz. spatial ﬁltering) and ﬆems from the domain of array processing.
Array processing is concerned with the analysis and extraion of the information received by an array of
sensors. Su array is comprised of multiple⁸³ spatially diﬆributed elements (e.g. antennas, hydrophones, microphones, geophones) that spatially sample the wavefront. Receiver of the infomation is in moﬆ cases concerned
either with the content of the incoming signal (i.e. communication applications) or the location of the signal
source (i.e. azimuth, elevation, diﬆance). Array processing teniques have long been in use in military (e.g
radar and sonar) and scientiﬁc (e.g. aﬆronomy, seismology) applications. However their widespread adoption is
limited due to the computational complexity of the algorithms involved.
In many cases in wireless applications one is intereﬆed with signals coming from a particular direion.
Beamforming allows for the dynamic control of the radiation paern of the antenna array by appropriate weighting and phase shiing of ea elements’ signal. One could dire the beam towards the clients locations, reducing
the amount of energy output whi could help mitigate the interference and allow for more eﬃcient communication.
is is a giant leap forward in wireless propagation control and would prove to be an important asset in the
context of the WIND proje.

.

Beyond .n

As we already pointed out, the introduion of .n brought quantiﬁable performance improvements to wireless networks. However, this has not ﬆopped pioneering work being done in this area, and already new IEEE
task groups have been created to develop the next generation wireless ﬆandards.
.ac TG Responsible for the new ﬆandard called .ac Very High roughput⁸⁴, it seeks to aieve
phenomenal speeds by today’s ﬆandards: maximum 500Mbps single link throughput and maximum multi ﬆation throughput of at leaﬆ 1Gbps (cf. []). is ﬆandard will be bawards compatible, coexiﬆing with “legacy”
. devices in the 5GHz unlicensed band. is ﬆandard is ﬆill some time away, as the current time projeions
(cf. []) put it for approval in late .
.ad TG Responsible for the new ﬆandard called .ad Very High roughput⁸⁵, this is a siﬆer proje
to .ac, having the possibility of aieving mu higher speeds⁸⁶, albeit with a mu shorter range. With
a projeed date of approval similar to .ac, it is ﬆill too early to tell how the ﬁnished speciﬁcations will
materialize. Even so, by examining some released dras and proposals (cf. []), we can see that companies
like Sony, piure a ﬆandard complementing .n/ac in the 2.4GHz/5GHz band, allowing for very faﬆ, short
range transfers. Sony even envisions a syﬆem where radios working in the 2.4GHz/5GHz bands would be used
to dete ﬆations out of rea for 60GHz transmiers and then using adaptive beamforming to extend and dire
the .ad beam and possibly conne to those ﬆations.
⁸¹Multipath (cf. seion .)
⁸²Multiple In Multiple Out - Multiple transceivers are used to improve throughput and link range.
⁸³At leaﬆ two elements conneed to the signal processing unit are needed to form an array.
⁸⁴Working at frequencies smaller than 6GHz
⁸⁵Working at frequencies of 60GHz
⁸⁶Up to 7Gbps





Conclusions

is tenical report aempts to summarise a seleion of recent scientiﬁc papers in the area of wireless networking. e presented seleion is by no means exhauﬆive, we deliberately focused on the subjes that are relevant
to control and optimisation of corporate wireless networks, while disregarding on purpose mu of the resear
related to e.g. ad hoc routing and mesh networks.
One obvious conclusion about is that almoﬆ all . network allenges ﬆem from the wireless propagation phenomena. Unlike the wired medium, the wireless medium has a ﬁxed amount of bandwidth whi
cannot be increased. One can of course deploy additional access points operating on orthogonal frequencies, but
the number of su frequencies is very limited as well. e current tendency is to limit the cell size and create
dense deployments by using many access points operating with low power and low sensitivity. is however,
poses a allenge due to very limited monitoring and management facilities provided by the . ﬆandards.
Eﬀeive load balancing and seamless roaming is not yet fully possible due to limited support of the newer ﬆandards (both on the client and access point side). Similarly, obtaining the monitoring information from the clients
is currently a no-go.
We noticed yet another, even more, fundamental allenge. What is the answer to the following queﬆion:
“What is the araeriﬆic of a good and healthy wireless network?”. What are the client requirements and what
can be guaranteed by the wireless inﬆallation? So far there is no single and universal answer to this queﬆion.
Some of the papers tend to focus on the details (cf.seion , e.g. reducing co-annel interference, load-balancing
the users across diﬀerent access points). Surely these details have impa on the overall performance of the network. But the initial queﬆion remains without a satisfaory answer. For example, ﬆability of the conneion
is a muﬆ. e clients should not get disconneed, thus all disruptive operations (e.g. annel ange, layer
 roaming) should be limited to a minimum. Surely this is also a queﬆion of policy. In an organisation with
many mobile VoIP users the requirements will be diﬀerent from a library open-space. However it is important to identify the common features of a good network in order to have some initial bounds for assessing the
performance.
One way of aaing the problem is to consider speciﬁc scenarios. A set of conditions determines a scenario
(e.g. auditoria, long hallways, oﬃce space), and then according to the scenario and measurements, a solution
is osen. at solution is bound to a speciﬁc scenario, because it might be improving the network operation
in some cases but not in others. But then another queﬆion arises: “How to diﬆinguish the scenarios?”, and the
answer is not obvious. Real life situations are not bla and white – an auditorium can be surrounded by oﬃce
space, oﬃce space can be located in an old warehouse, etc. It would be far beer not to rely too mu on the
concept of scenarios…
WIND proje should focus on deﬁning what conﬆitutes a good, healthy and reliable network. We have
to look at the measurable parameters and see how they correlate with the end-user experience. Only aer we
eﬆablish a reasonably generic way of measuring the “goodness” of the network, we will be able to carry forward with tuning the network. Simultaneously we will look at diﬀerent control variables for tuning the wireless
networks. What do the access points support in terms of association management, sensitivity tuning, etc.. Do
we see any situations in whi these aions could improve the operation of the network? en, combining the
input variables and the control variables we could teﬆ diﬀerent approaes to wireless network optimisation.
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